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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we classify the indecomposable, not commutative rings, with identity and of order pk, 
for prime p and k 5 4. This suffices for the classification announced in the title. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we posed the question: ‘Do there exist local rings with one minimal left, 
but more than one minimal right ideal?’ This leads, in a natural way, to an in- 
vestigation as the present one. 
So in this paper we discuss the classification of finite rings with identity, which 
are not commutative. (All rings in this paper are associative.) Since any finite 
ring R with identity is the direct sum of rings with identity of prime power order, 
we may restrict ourselves in our classification to rings with identity of prime- 
power order. Also we restrict our investigation to rings R of order p k, where p is 
prime and k 5 4. For the general theory on finite rings we refer to [2,4]. 
In view of the question mentioned at the beginning of this paper we shall as- 
certain for every ring, found in this paper, whether the ring is anti-automorphic. 
From the tables 2 and 3 at the end of this paper one sees that there do not exist 
local rings of an order dividing p4 for which the above question can be answered 
in the affirmative. The only rings found in this paper without an anti-auto- 
morphism are basic rings of height 2. But these rings are neither left nor right 
admissible (since these notions fall outside the scope of this paper, we refer the 
interested reader to [ 11). 
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In Theorem 2.7 we show that for every not commutative p-ring with identity, 
k > 3 holds. Using this result we can give a first classification. If R is a not com- 
mutative ring with identity and IRJ =pk with k < 4 then one of the following 
cases holds. 
1. k = 3; in that case R is indecomposable and of the type described in 
Theorem 2.10. 
2. k = 4 and either 
(a) R is indecomposable or 
(b) R is the direct sum of the ring described in Theorem 2.10 and the field 
Gf’( ~1. 
It is therefore that, when classifying not commutative rings with identity of 
order dividing p 4, we restrict ourselves to indecomposable ones. 
Hence we shall classify and fully describe the rings R satisfying the following 
conditions. 
Cl: R has an identity and is indecomposable. 
C2: /RI =pk withp prime and k 5 4. 
C3: R is not commutative. 
In this paper we deal first with the semi-simple rings satisfying Cl, C2 and C3. 
This is easy, because there is only one such class: the full matrix rings of (2 x 2)- 
matrices over prime fields. 
After the preliminaries (the Theorems 2.4, 2.7 and 2.10) we can restrict our- 
selves to rings of order p4, which are not semi-simple and satisfy the conditions 
Cl, C2 and C3. 
All these rings have a non-zero (Jacobson-)radical J, which is a nilpotent ring 
of order at most p3. A list of such rings, however, is given in [2]. So we can start 
with a nilpotent ring J, considering this as the radical of a ring R, yet to con- 
struct. Of such a ring R we know several properties. First of all the additive 
group of R is a finite abelianp-group. Using Theorem 2.7 one sees that this group 
must be the direct sum of three or four groups ZP and ZPp2. Furthermore the 
semi-simple ring R/J has to be commutative, and therefore the direct sum of 
(finite) fields. 
Our methods are such that the distributive laws are automatically fulfilled, but 
the associativity of the multiplication needs further attention. Also the listed 
rings are mutually not isomorphic. Most of those details are left to the reader. 
Sometimes in a listing of rings we use parameters. For given p, rings corre- 
sponding to the same type, but to different values of the parameters are not iso- 
morphic. In some cases a parameter anging over a given set yields isomorphic 
rings. Then we choose for the value of that parameter one particular element of 
that set. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First we make a few remarks on the notations and note a few basic properties 
of the rings we shall use in this paper. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations: p always denotes 
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a prime number, while Z$,, (i E IV) denotes the additive group of residues modulo 
p’, for every p # 2 we choose a fixed non-square modulo p and this non-square 
will be denoted by & (to avoid awkward formulations we define G = l), R is a 
finite ring with identity (such an identity is denoted by e or eR), the additive 
group of R is denoted by R+, N and J denote nilpotent rings, the natural num- 
ber 1/ with the property N” = (0) but N”- ’ # (0) is called the nilpotency of N; 
for a ring R the intersection of all maximal right (or left) ideals is called the 
(Jacobson-)radical of R, denoted by J and we let S = RfJ; we denote the cano- 
nical map of R onto S by p. It is known that J is the largest nilpotent two-sided 
ideal in R (cf. [4, Theorem IV.71). 
A ring R is called a p-ring if (RI = pk for some k E N, simple if R does not 
contain proper two-sided ideals, semi-simple if J = (0), local if S is a finite field, 
basic if S is the direct sum of n finite fields (n 2 1; n is called the height of R). 
In order to avoid trivialities we assume in this paper that in local and basic 
rings J # (0) holds. For any ring R, S is semi-simple. Note that if a ring R 
satisfies the conditions Cl, C2 and C3, then S is commutative and R is either 
semi-simple or local or basic of height 2 or 3. 
The next lemma follows from the process of ‘lifting’ elements with special 
properties from S to R as described in [2, Section 1.31 or in [4, Chapter VII]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring with identity e. If { f,, . . . ,fn} is a set of mutually or- 
thogonal idempotents in S, while p(e) = fi + ... + fn, then there are mutually 
orthogonal idempotents ei E R such that e = el + + e, and p(ei) =fi. 
Definition 2.2. A mapping 4 of a ring R onto a ring R’ that is 1 - 1 and that 
satisfies $(a + b) = q5(a) + 4(b) and 4(ab) = 4(b)q5(a) for all a, b E R is called an 
anti-isomorphism. The rings are called anti-isomorphic. 
An anti-isomorphism of a ring onto itself is called an anti-automorphism. A 
ring, which has an anti-automorphism is called anti-automorphic. 
For every ring R we encounter in this paper we shall ascertain whether it is 
anti-automorphic. Sometimes we encounter anti-isomorphic rings and in order 
to establish if they are isomorphic we only have to apply the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Two anti-isomorphic rings are isomorphic tfand only if one of them is 
anti-automorphic. 
It is well known that a simple ring with identity is a full matrix ring over a field 
and that a semi-simple ring with identity decomposes uniquely (apart from the 
order of the summands) as a direct sum of simple rings; again we refer to [4]. 
Therefore we have the following. 
Theorem 2.4. If R is a semi-simple ring satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3, 
then R is the simple ring consisting of all the (2 x 2)-matrices over thefield GF( p); 
as such R is anti-automorphic and lR( = p4. 
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In Section 7 we shall list all types of rings satisfying the conditions C 1, C2 and 
C3. We shall number these types (by Ri) as we encounter them during our in- 
vestigation, consecutively. We encountered in Theorem 2.4 our first type of rings 
satisfying the said conditions. We number this type by Rl. 
For the classification of rings satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3 we 
prove some special results. First, however, a few properties of p-groups. 
Let G a finite abelian p-group, then we denote the order of an element a of G 
by W(U). 
A subset {al,. . . , a,} of G is called independent if any equality 
‘& ZK~U~ = 0 with xi E Z 
i=o 
implies xiai = 0 for each i. 
The subgroup of G generated by a subset A of G is denoted by (A); if A = {u} 
then we denote (A) by (a). A subset A = {ui, . . , a,} of G is called a base of G if 
G= (al)@.*. @ (a,); as such A is denoted by (ui , . . . , a,) and n is called the rank 
ofG.If(bt,... , b,) is a base for a p-group G, while w(bi) = ~“1, then the type of 
that base is denoted by (q, . , n,). 
The next lemma is not difficult to prove. 
Lemma 2.5. Anyjinitep-group has a base containing an arbitrarily chosen element 
of maximal order. 
Lemma 2.5 implies Lemma 2.6, which in turn implies Theorem 2.7. 
Lemma 2.6. If R is up-ring with identity e, then R+ has a base containing e. 
Theorem 2.7. If R is a p-ring with identity, while rank(R+) I 2, then R is com- 
mutative. 
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a p-ring with identity e. If R’ is an elementary p-group and 
ifu subset A of J is independent, then A U {e} is also independent. 
Proof. Suppose noe + nlal + . . . + nta, = 0 for ni E Z and a; E A. Let v be the 
nilpotency of J. 
Choose x E J”-’ \{O}, then (noe + nlai + ‘. . + nlu,)x = nox = 0, implying 
no E 0 (mod p), from which the result follows immediately. q 
Lemma 2.9. If R is a local p-ring with identity e and if R+ is an elementary 
p-group of rank > 3, then JJ( > p2. 
Proof. Let JJ( = p and suppose that S % GF(p)(B), with 0 of degree n 2 2 over 
GF(p). Let 0” = cll,r qi0’, ni E GF(p). 
Choose, for 0 5 i < n - 1, ai E R such that p(ui) = 0’ and choose a, E J\(O). 
J is a minimal, nilpotent ideal, so J2 = (0), implying u,” = 0. 
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Also (ae, aI, . , . , a, _ I) a,) is a base of the GF( p)-module R, for if it holds that 
Cy=a XiUi = 0 f or xi E H, then clzd xiei = 0, implying Xi E 0 (modp) and SO 
xiai=OinRforiE{O,l,... ,n-l}.Butthenalsox,a,=OinR. 
Suppose ala,_ 1 = CT=0 aiai (ai E Zp), then 
n-l n-l 
8” = p(U,U,_ 1) = C WP(Ui) = C Nei) 
i=O i=O 
andthereforeoi=nifori=O,l,...,n- 1. 
J is a two-sided ideal, so J = (a,), Hence anut = (~a,, for some a E i$. Since 
/?(Ui)=O'=p(U~)'= /3(Ul) for i=O,l,... ,n- 1, we get oi =of +6ia, with 
SiE~~,andthereforeu,ui=u,uf=a!‘u,fori=O,l,...,n-l. 
Now on the one hand 
[ 
n-l n-1 n-1 
4lUlU,-l = a, C 77iUi + QflUn 
i=O 1 
= igo %(UnUi) = U, C TjiLyi7 
i=O 
while on the other hand ana1 a,_ 1 = ~,a,_ 1 = a”~,,. Hence we find 
(o” - clzd qio’)an = 0, and therefore Q” = CIzd via i for a: E GF( p), a con- 
tradiction, because the minimal equation of 0 has no roots in GF( p). q 
Throughout this paper we shall list for given rings the multiplication rules for 
the base elements of the additive group of such rings. Several of these products 
are 0 (such a product is called a zero product) and if e is a base element, then the 
multiplication rules for e and the other base elements are obvious (such products 
are called trivial products). We shall give in our listings only the non-zero, non- 
trivial products. (Sometimes we give products, for example, of the form c2 = ou 
with o E i&; here o = 0 is allowed, making c2 a zero product in that case. In 
order to avoid trivialities we mention this kind of products without pointing out 
explicitly when such a product is a zero product.) 
We define the following type R2 (the structure type number of J refers to 
Section 3). 
A ring R is of type R2 if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2, 
2. R+hasabase(u,b,c)oftype(1,1,1),wheree=u+b, 
3. J+ has a base (c) and J is of structure type 1, 
4. the non-zero products for the base elements are: u2 = a, b2 = b, cu = bc = c. 
Note that a ring of type R2 is anti-automorphic: $J defined by 4(u) = b, 
4(b) = u and $(c) = c is an anti-automorphism. 
Theorem 2.10. Let R be a ring satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3 for k 5 3, 
then R is of type R2. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 the ring R is not (semi)-simple. R is not commutative so 
by Theorem 2.7, Rf 2 Zj and pR = (0). 
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If R is local, then by Lemma 2.9, (J] must be p2. This implies that J is com- 
mutative (see the next section on nilpotent rings). If now (a, b) is a base for J+, 
then (e, a, b) is a base for R+ by Lemma 2.8. Hence R is also commutative. 
If R is not local, then it must be basic of height 2. Hence ISI = p2 and JJ( = p. 
As a consequence S = A $ B with A, B 2 GF(p). Then by Lemma 2.1, there 
exist orthogonal idempotents a and b in R such that e = a + b, p(a) = eA and 
p(b) = ee. Let now (c) be a base of J +, then c2 = 0. We find that (a, b, c) is a base 
for R’. 
Since ac, ca E J, we find ac = crl c and ca = cqc for oi E &,. From a2c = ac 
and cu2 = ca it follows that a? = ai, hence Qi E (0, 1) for i = 1,2. Also if 
bc=~lcandcb=,B2conefinds,Bj~{0,1}forj=1,2. 
UC = bc (or ca = cb) would imply ac = bc = 0 (ca = cb = 0) and so (since R 
must be not commutative) we see that there is essentially only one possibility: 
UC = cb = 0 and ca = bc = c. (Note that in this case for a given p the ring with 
ca = bc = 0 and ac = cb = c is isomorphic to the ring for which ac = cb = 0 and 
ca = bc = c holds: both rings are anti-automorphic; cf. Lemma 2.3.) •I 
Since the cases k 2 3 and R is semi-simple are already treated, we shall from 
now on confine our attention to rings R satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3 
with k = 4, which are not semi-simple. 
3. NILPOTENT RINGS 
Since the radical J of a ring R, satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3, is a 
nilpotent ring of order at most p3, we consider the structure of nilpotent rings 
whose order divides p 3. 
Table 1 contains all possibilities for a nilpotent ring N of order dividing p3. 
Note that if, for a given structure type, parameters are used for the products of 
the base elements, the corresponding rings are not isomorphic for different 
values of these parameters. We refer to [2] and for the general theory of nilpotent 
rings we refer also to [3]. 
We mention in table 1 consecutively, the structure type number of N (#), the 
order of N, the structure of Nf, the nilpotency v of N, a base A for N+, the re- 
spective additive orders of the base elements and the non-zero products of these 
elements, if existent. In the table 1 we use W, = (0, 1, . . , [i (p - l)l}. 
4. LOCAL RINGS 
We continue our classification with that of the local rings satisfying the con- 
ditions Cl, C2, C3 and k = 4. So in this section R denotes a local ring. 
Since R is local, S is a field and as R is not commutative, rank(R+) must be at 
least 3 by Theorem 2.7. 
Hence by Lemma 2.9 we have to consider the following five possibilities. 
1. R+r$andSrGF(p), 
2. R+ r$andSr GF(p2), 
3. R’ ?’ 27; 69 ZPp2 and S % GF(p), 
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Table 1. The nilpotent prings of order at most p3 
# PI Iv+ v A orders non-zero prod. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
P 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P2 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P’ 
P3 
P3 
P’ 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P’ 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
a 
a 
a 
a,b 
a,b 
a 
a 
a 
a, b 
a,b 
a,b 
a,b 
a,b 
a, b 
a,b 
a, b 
a,b 
a, b, c 
a, b, c 
a, b, c 
a, b, c 
a, b, c 
a,b,c 
P 
P2 
P2 
PJP 
P?P 
P3 
P3 
P3 
P>P2 
P?P2 
P,P2 
P?P2 
P>P2 
P>P2 
P,P2 
P>P2 
PIP2 
P?P>P 
P,P>P 
P>P?P 
P,P?P 
P?P>P 
P>P?P 
_ 
a2 =pa 
a2=b 
_ 
a2 =p2a 
a2 =pa 
_ 
b2 =pb 
b2 = ba =pb 
ab=-ba=pb 
ab = b2 = pb, 
ba = apb, CY E Zp 
a2 = b2 =pb, 
ba = cupb, LY E I-!, 
a2 = pb, 
ba=cxpb, a~{O,l} 
a2 = Gpb, 
ba = apb, LY E E-Q,, 
b2 =pb 
b2 = a, ab = ba = cYpb, 
a E (0, I,Cpl 
b2 =c 
ab = -ba = c 
b= = a, c2 = era, 
Q E I1,CPl 
b2=bc=a, c2=oa, 
Q E np 
b2=c, bc=cb=a 
4. Rf?iZ~@iQandS~GF(p2), 
5. Rt ?z Z’i $ T&p2 and S E GF(p3). 
Case 1 of the local rings. Now Rt ZZ’ Z; and S E GF(p) and so J’ cz 27;. 
Let (a, b, c) be a base of J +, then by Lemma 2.8, (e, a, b, c) is a base for R+. It 
will be obvious that we can make R t into a ring satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 
and C3, if we take care that J is not commutative. Hence J needs to be a nil- 
potent ring of structure type 20 with p # 2 or of structure type 22. 
Let J be of structure type 20 and let p # 2. Choose a, b and c such that 
ab = -ba = c. 
Let J be of structure type 22. Now choose a, b and c such that b2 = bc = a and 
c2 = cxa with a E Z . 
Since for differen: values of cr, the radicals of the corresponding rings are not 
isomorphic, the rings themselves are not isomorphic either. 0 
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In Case 1 of the local rings we have found two types Ri (i = 3,4). 
A ring R is of type R3 if 
1. R is a localp-ring (p # 2), 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. J+ has a base (a, b, c) and J is of structure type 20, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ab = -ba = c. 
For a ring R of type R3 an anti-automorphism 4 can be defined as follows: 
d(e) = e, $~(a) = -a, 4(b) = b and d(c) = c. 
A ring R is of type R4 if 
1. R is a local p-ring, 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. J+ has a base (a, b, c) and J is of structure type 22, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: b* = bc = a, 
2 = au (a E 4). 
It can easily be checked, that for any ring of type R4 an anti-automorphism 4
can be defined as follows. If (Y = 0, then let $(e) = e, $(a) = a, 4(b) = b and 
4(c) = b - c and if Q # 0, then let 4(e) = e, 4(u) = cr3u, 4(b) = ac and 
4(c) = a2b. 
Case 2 of the local rings. Again Rf ” ZJ, but now S % GF(p*) = GF(p)(B), 
where t9* = ~0 + no for q,,ni E GF(p) and then J+ z Zf. 
Clearly J must be a nilpotent ring of structure type 4 or 5 with base (b, c), say, 
and either c* = 0 (structure type 4) or c* = b (structure type 5) and in both cases 
bc = cb = b* = 0. We can find an element a E R+ with the property p(u) = Oes. 
Then (e, a, b, c) is a base of Rf. 
Since ub, bu, UC and cu must belong to J, we get ub = cq b + a2c, bu = 
a[b + a&, UC = ,&b + /32c and cu = /3,‘b + ,0ic with CQ, al, pi, # E GF(p). From 
p(u* - niu - noe) = 0 we get a* = 770e+771~+61b+S2c,withS1,~2 E GF(p). 
Now u(ub) = (uu)b implies (r,? + a~/31 = no + alnl and CY~(Q~ + ,&) = cqnl, 
while b(uu) = (b a a implies na + (mini = (a;)* + oi# and a;ni = ~;(a[ + &). ) 
So (as a * # ni (Y + no for any o E GF(p)) we find oz/?i # 0, cxipi # 0 and 
QI + ,& = oi + ,$ = ~1. If J is of structure type 5, then (uc)c = u(cc) implies 
cq = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence from now on we only have to consider the case that J is of structure 
type 4 and therefore that bb = bc = cb = cc = 0. 
If 61 b + 52~ # 0, then replace b by Sib + 6.2~. So we can, without loss of gen- 
erality, suppose that we have chosen b and c such that 61 E (0, 1) and 62 = 0. 
Also without loss of generality we may take cxl = 0 (replace c by c - cq cq’b) 
and therefore 
(1) Q~PI =rlo and P2 =v. 
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Now (&)a = a(k) implies cq/3{ = a;/31 and -aiqi = (0; - /3;)cq. Writing 
7 = o;cY* -’ = &/?I’ we find 
(2) 2a{ = ~i(l - 7) and 20; = qi(l + T). 
First we consider the case that p = 2. Then ~0 = ni = 1 and from (2) we find 
T= l.Henceab=c,bu=a~b+c,uc=b+candcu=b+(l+cr~)c. 
Since R is supposed to be not commutative, cxi = 1, necessarily. Therefore 
we get the multiplication rules u2 = e+u+&b, ab=c, bu=uc=b+c and 
cu = b, where Si = 0 or 1. If 61 = 1, then from (a2)a = a(u2) it follows that 
ab = bu, a contradiction, so 61 = 0. 
Now let p # 2, then one may choose r]o = & and qi = 0. Hence by (l), @2 = 0 
and by (2), cxi = & = 0. 
Replacing a2c by c we find u2 = &,e + Sr b, ub = c, bu = rc, ac = &b and 
ca = T&b. From b(uu) = (bu)u we get 72 = 1, hence T = -1, necessarily. Again 
we find ub = bu if 61 # 0, a contradiction since p # 2. 
So we found, for given p, rings with base (e, a, b, c) for which the non-zero, 
non-trivial products for the base elements are: a2 = &,e, ub = c, bu = -c, 
UC = &,b, cu = -&b. q 
In Case 2 of the local rings we have found two types Ri (i = 5,6). 
A ring R is of type RS if 
1. R is a local 2-ring, 
2. R+hasabase(e,u,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. Jf has a base (b, c) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: a2 = e + a, 
ub = c, ba = ac = b + c, ca = b. 
A ring of type R5 is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism 4 defined 
by 4(e) = e, 4(u) = a, 4(b) = c and 4(c) = b. 
A ring R is of type R6 if 
1. R is a localp-ring (p # 2), 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. J+ has a base (b, c) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: u2 = &e, 
ub = c, ba = -c, ac = &,b, ca = -&b. 
A ring of type R6 is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism I$ defined 
by 4(e) = e, 4(u) = a, 4(b) = -b and 4(c) = c. 
Case 3 of the local rings. In this case R+ z Z$ @ jzP2 and S 2 GF(p). So either 
Jt~Z~orJ+z$@ZP2. 
At first let J+ E 77’; and choose a base (a, b, c) of J+. Then pa = pb = pc = 0. 
Since pe E J, we have pe = cru + /3b + yc for cx, 0, y E ZP. 
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Clearly J is a nilpotent ring of one of the structure types 18 to 23. If J is com- 
mutative, however, then R must be commutative, so J can only be of structure 
type 20 with p # 2 or of structure type 22. 
Suppose J is of structure type 20 with p # 2. As one easily checks 0 = 
pa = (pe)a implies p = 0 and 0 = pb = (pe)b implies Q = 0. So pe = yc (y # 0) 
and (e, a, b) is a base for Rt with non-zero, non-trivial multiplication rules 
ab = -ba = c. 
Notice that if we replace a with a’ = ya and c with c’ = yc that (e, a’, b) is a 
base for R, while (pe, a’, b) is a base for J with a’b = -ba’ = pe. 
Now suppose J is of structure type 22 and therefore b2 = bc = a and c2 = pa 
( ,u E ZP). From 0 = pb = (pe)b = b(pe) it follows ,0 = y = 0, and therefore 
pe = aa (01 # 0) and (e, b, c) is a base for R+. 
Putting a-l = X we have found a base (e, b, c) of R+ such that (pe, b, c) is a 
base for J+ and for which the non-zero, non-trivial multiplication rules are 
b2 = bc = Ape and c 2 = Me (A E ,\{ > Z 0 and p E &). We say that (e, b, c) 
corresponds to X and ,u. 
If we choose in R another base (e, b’, c’), corresponding to X’ and p’ then ne- 
cessarily p’ = p because for different values of p the radicals of the correspond- 
ing rings are not isomorphic. 
Now we concentrate on X. Note that for p = 2 there is only the possibility 
X = 1. So we now assume p # 2 and it follows easily that we can confine our- 
selves to A E {l,&}. 
Suppose that (e, b,c) corresponds to 1 and p. If (e, b’,c’) is a base corre- 
sponding to & and p then b’ = ape + rb + cc for (T, r, E E &,. From (bo2 = &pe 
we derive, 
(3) r2+rt+pt2 = cp 
is necessary. If (3) has a solution (T, [) then put b’ = rb + EC and c’ = -p<b + 
(T + t)c. One easily finds that (e, b’, c’) corresponds to & and p. We may con- 
clude that R has a base corresponding to 1 and p as well as a base corresponding 
to Cp and p if and only if (3) has a solution. If p = 0 then (1, C$ - 1) is a solution 
of (3). For p # 0, (3) can be rewritten as 
2 
(4) 
l-4/1 2 -4--&-7 +l=k <+z . 
( > cp 2P 
Note that (4) has a solution if p is a non-square. So let p now be a non-zero 
square. For 4~ = 1, (4) has no solution, so in that case rings corresponding to 
X = 1 and X = & are not isomorphic. 
Note that we have treated the case p = 3 completely now. So we assume 
henceforth also p # 3. For c E Z$\{O} and d a non-square in Zp the equation 
c + 1 = d has always solutions (c, d), providedp # 2,3 (cf. [5], p. 30, Lemma 2). 
Therefore, if 4~ # 1, we can conclude that it is always possible to choose a base 
corresponding to 1 and p. This ends our investigation of the rings belonging to 
the case J+ z Zp’. 
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Now let J+ s Z,,@ZPz. Choose a base (a,b) in Jf with w(a) =p and 
w(b) = p*. Obviously J is a nilpotent ring of one of the structure types 9 to 17. 
We note that in all these cases pb* = 0. 
Since pe E J, we have pe = aa + pb with (Y E ZP and /? E Q. If o # 0, then 
it is easily seen that (e, b) forms a base for R+, a contradiction because 
rank(R+) = 3. 
So o = 0 and therefore pe = pb, implying in turn that p = 0 (modp). Let 
p = ,&p, then pe - p/&,b = 0. Hence pb - p/&b* = 0, yielding pb = 0, a contra- 
diction. 
So in Case 3 of the local rings we find that the case Jf E .ZP @ ZPz cannot 
occur. 0 
In Case 3 of the local rings we have found two types Ri (i = 7,8). 
A ring R is of type R7 if 
1. Risalocalp_ring(p#2), 
2. Rf has a base (e,a, b) of type (2,1, l), 
3. J+ has a base (pe, a, 6) and J is of structure type 20, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ab = -ba = pe. 
A ring of type R7 is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism 4 defined as 
q5(e) = e, 4(a) = -a, 4(b) = b. 
A ring R is of type RS if 
1. R is a local p-ring, 
2. R+ has a base (e, b, c) of type (2,1, l), 
3. J+ has a base (pe, b, c) and J is of structure type 22, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: b* = bc = Ape, 
~*=~~pe(~~$,X=1if4~#1andX~{1,~~}if4~=1). 
A ring of type R8 is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism 4 defined 
by 4(e) = e, 4(b) = b and 4(c) = b - c. 
Case 4 of the local rings. Again R+ z hi @ &PZ but now S z GF(p*) = 
GF(p)(@), where 8* = ~10 + 70 for 70, ni E GF(p). Hence J+ E Zp’ or ZPp2. 
There is an element b E Rf with the property p(b) = 0es. 
First, suppose that J + 2 Zi and choose the base (pe, a) in J, so pa = 0. Let 
pb = cxa + &pe (a, E E ZP). If a # 0, then R+ = ({e, b}), a contradiction. Hence 
pb = Epe, necessarily. Now note that pb* = E ‘pe and from p(b * - q b - me) = 0 
one derives b* = qlb + voe + d with d E J. Combining these, one finds dope = 
pb * = ~1 &pe + qpe, yielding E * = n1.s + 770 in GF( p), a contradiction. 
Second, let J+ s Q. Now J is a nilpotent ring of structure type 2 or 3. 
Choose a in J such that Jf = (a) and a* = 0 or pa. Choose b such that 
p(b) = @es. We may assume that pb = 0. For if pb # 0, then pb = &a with 
to E +\{O). Th en, since w(pb) = p, &I = pt with 6 E ZPp2. And therefore 
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~(b - @) = 0, while p(b - <a) = 0 es. Now choose an element c E R such that 
p(c) = es. In the same way as for b we may assume that pc = 0. Since 
p(c - c2) = 0 we have c = c 2 + ypu for y E ZP. Hence ac = uc2. Let UC = crpu 
(a E i&p), then UC = uc2 = (uc)c = cypuc = 0. In the same way cu = 0 is shown. 
So UC = cu = 0. From p(bc - b) = 0 one derives bc = b + &pa for some Si E ZP. 
Therefore 0 = b(cu) = (bc)u = bu. In the same way ub = 0 is established. Also 
cb = b + &pa for some 62 E Z,,. But then bc = (cb)c = c(bc) = cb. So R must be 
commutative. We may conclude that Case 4 of the local rings need not be con- 
sidered in this paper. 0 
Case 5 of the local rings. Now R’ E Zi $ ZPp2 and S E GF(p3) = GF(p)(B), 
where B is a root of some irreducible cubic polynomial. As (JI =p, we must 
conclude J = (pe) = pR. 
We can choose c E R such that p(c) = Bes. We have pc = Epe for some E E ZP. 
We define a = Ee - c and b = EC - c2. Then one easily checks that (e, a, b) is a 
base for R+. But since ub = bu it follows that R would be commutative. There- 
fore in Case 5 of the local rings we do not find rings satisfying the conditions Cl, 
C2and C3. q 
5. BASIC RINGS OF HEIGHT 2 
In view of the remarks at the beginning of the section on local rings, it is clear 
that the following cases need to be considered. 
1. Rf E Zp” and S ?z GF(P)~. 
2. R+ ” Zj and S ?z GF(p) @ GF(p2). 
3. Rf E Zp’ @ i$z and S E GF(P)~. 
4. R+ N Zp’ $ ZPp2 and S E GF(p) $ GF(p2). 
Case I of the basic rings of height 2. Now R+ 2 ZJ and S 2 GF(P)~. Let S = 
A @ B where A 2 B E GF(p). Clearly Jf % Z$, so J is a nilpotent ring of 
structure type 4 or 5. Choose a base (a, b) of J+ such that ub = bu = b2 = 0 
and u2 = Sb where 6 = 0 if J is of structure type 4 and 6 = 1 if J is of structure 
type 5. 
There is an idempotent c E R such that p(c) = eA. It is now easily seen that 
(e, a, b, c) is a base for R+. Assume that UC = CYU + pb and cu = cr’u + p’b with 
a, a’, P, P’ E q. 
First let J be of structure type 5, so suppose u2 = b. Since 
(uc)c = (au + ,Db)c = out + /3bc = cx(au + /0b) + ,Dbc, 
we have u(uc)c = a2b. On the other hand u(uc)c = u(uc) = U(CMZ + ,L3b) = cub 
and therefore 0: E (0, 1). From (uc)u = ab and u(cu) = a’b we find that cx = Q’. 
We have cb = cu2 = (cu)u = (~‘a + P’b)u = cx’b, and in the same way, con- 
sidering u2c, one derives bc = ab, implying bc = cb. 
Since cru + pb = UC = uc2 = (uc)c = (au + pb)c = a2u + 2c@b, it follows 
that p = 0, and in the same way, using cu, we derive p’ = 0. As a result one finds 
that R must necessarily be commutative, if J is of structure type 5. 
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Second, assume that J is of structure type 4, so J2 = (0). Since J’c and cJ’ 
are subspaces of the GF(p)-vectorspace J +, there are the following possibilities. 
a. J”c = cJ+ = (0), but then R is commutative. 
bl. dim(J+c) = 1 and CJ + = (0). In this case choose a and b in such a way 
that J+c = (a) and bc = 0. It is easy to establish that ac = a, because a = xc = 
xc2 = ac for some x E J+. So we find ac = a and c2 = c as the non-zero, non- 
trivial products. 
b2. dim(cJ+) = 1 and Jfc = (0). The case b2 is similar to case bl, only 
yielding rings anti-isomorphic to the rings found under bl for given p. 
c. dim(J+c) = dim(cJ+) = 1. For a discussion of this case, see below. 
dl. Jcc = Jf and cJf = (0). Now we find ac = a, bc = b, ca = cb = 0 and 
c= = c. 
d2. cJ+ = J+ and Jfc = (0). This case yields only p-rings anti-isomorphic to 
those found under dl. 
el. J+c = Jf and dim(cJ+) = 1. Now choose a and b in such a way that 
cJ+=(a)andcb=O.H enceac=ca=a,bc==bandc2=c.SinceJ+(e-c)= 
(0) and (e - c)J+ = (b), th’ is case can be reduced to case b2. 
e2. cJ+ = Jf and dim(J+c) = 1. This case yields only p-rings anti-iso- 
morphic to those found under el and it may be obvious that this case can be re- 
duced to case bl. 
f. Jfc = cJ+ = J+. As one easily sees in this case R must be commutative. 
In case c assume first that Jfc = cJ+ = (a) and choose b such that bc = 0. 
Then cb = ya but 0 = cbc = yac = ya, so cb = 0. So R must be commutative, 
necessarily. Finally, let J+c # cJ+. We may assume Jfc = (a) and cJ+ = (b). 
Therefore ac = a and cb = b. Since b E cJ+, we get bc E cJ+c c cJf n J+c = 
(0). Hence bc = 0 and in the same way we find ca = 0. 0 
In Case 1 of the basic rings of height 2 we have found the following types; we 
indicate from which case they are derived. 
A ring R is of type R9 (case bl) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2. 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. J+ has a base (a, b) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ac = a, c2 = c. 
A ring of type R9 is not anti-automorphic (see Lemma 5.1). 
A ring R is of type RlO (case b2) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2. 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. J+ has a base (a, b) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ca = a, c2 = c. 
A ring of type RlO is not anti-automorphic (see Lemma 5.1). 
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A ring R is of type Rll (case c) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2. 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,6,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. Jf has a base (a, b) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ac = a, cb = b, 
c2 = c. 
A ring of type Rll is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism C#I defined 
by 4(e) = e, $(a) = a, 4(b) = b and $(c) = e - c. 
A ring R is of type R12 (cases dl and d2) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2. 
2. R+hasabase(e,u,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. Jf has a base (a, b) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: UC = a, bc = b, 
c2 = c. 
A ring of type R12 is anti-automorphic with an anti-automorphism 4 defined 
by d(e) = e, 4(u) = a, 4(b) = b, 4(c) = e - c. 
For a given p the rings that are found from the cases dl and d2 are anti-iso- 
morphic and since both these rings are anti-automorphic, they are isomorphic 
according to Lemma 2.3. 
However, by Lemma 5.2, for given p, rings of type Rll are not isomorphic to 
rings of type R12. 
Lemma 5.1. Rings of type R9 or RlO are not anti-automorphic. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 2.3 we have only to consider rings R of type R9. 
Suppose 4 were an anti-automorphism of R, then 4(e) = e, 4(u) = Xru + X26, 
4(b) = plu + p2b, 4(c) = hoe + qu + yb + yc. Then C$(UC) = 4(u) = Xiu -t- Xzb 
and 
4(cM(a) = (v0e + vlu + yb + v3c)(X,u + Xzb) = vo(Alu + Xzb). 
So ~0x1 = XI (I) and ~0x2 = X2 (II). Also ~$(ca) = 0 and 
~(u)$(c) = (&a + Xzb)(w + yu + yb + Y~C) 
= vOXla + z/o&b + Xlyu. 
So (VO + y)Xl = 0 (III) and 1/0X2 = 0 (IV). 
(II) and (IV) combined imply X2 = 0 and Xi # 0 (otherwise ~$(a) = 0). This 
combined with (I) and (III) yields vo = 1 and y = -1. Now 
0 = 4(bc) = 4(c)4(b) = (e + vu + yb - c)( pulu + pzb) = plu + pzb. 
Hence ~1 = ~2 = 0. But then d(b) = 0, a contradiction. q 
Lemma 5.2. Let for given p, R be a ring of type Rll and R’ a ring of type R12, 
then R and R’ are not isomorphic. 
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Proof. We first determine the sets of the non-zero idempotents in R and R’. 
Let (e, a, b, c) be a base of either R or R’ with c2 = c and (a, b) a base for J. If 
nEJthenn2=0.Assumed=Xe+pc+nandd2=d,d#0. 
Then d2 = X2e + (2pX + p*)c + 2Xn + pnc + ,ucn. From d2 = d we derive 
1. x2 = x, 
2. 2pLx+$=jL, 
3. 2Xn + jmc + pen = n. 
From 1 we find X E (0, 1). 
l Let X = 1. Then ,LL~ = -p and therefore p E (0, -1). 
_ Ifp=Othend=e. 
- Ifp=-1 thend=e-c+nundertheconditionn=nc+cn. 
l X=0 yields p= 1, for X=p=O would yield d=O. Now we have d= 
c + n, again under the condition n = nc + cn. 
In both R and R’ the condition n = nc + cn is satisfied for every n in the re- 
spective radical. So in both rings the set of the non-zero idempotents is Z = 
{e} U {c + J} U {e - c + J}. 
In R there are no idempotents annihilating the radical, while in R’ there do 
exist idempotents annihilating the radical from the left and ones which annihi- 
late the radical from the right. This obviously implies that R and R’ are not iso- 
morphic. q 
Case 2 of the basic rings of height 2. Rf g Zi, S E GF(p) @ GF(p2). Let S = 
A@B,whereA E GF(p)andBrGF(p2) =GF(p)(B)suchthat82=q18+n+ 
1 JJ = p so we can choose an element a E J such that J+ = (a). 
One can choose an element c E R such that p(c) = Oes and an idempotent 
b E R such that p(b) = ee. Then (e, a, b, c) is a base of R+. 
Plainly ab, ba, ac, ca, bc - c, cb - c, c2 - 771~ - T)gb E J, and a2 = 0 (J is of 
structure type 1). So we may suppose that ab = @a, ba = @‘a, UC = ya, ca = y’a, 
bc=c+6a,cb=c+S’aandc2=~~c+~b+&a,withthecoefficientsofaallin 
&,. From ab2 = ab one finds P2a = ,Ba and from b2a = ba one finds ( ,B’)2a = 
P’u, so P, P’ E (0, 11. 
From (ac)c = a(cc) one derives y2a = qya + qo/3a, while (cc)a = C(M) im- 
plies (~‘)~a = q-y’s + q$‘a. Therefore we get y2 = nly + no,B and (Y’)~ = 
nly’ + q$‘. If ,0 = 1, then y2 = 711 y + ~0, a contradiction. So we conclude p = 0. 
In the same way ,kI’ = 0 is derived. Now from 0 = (ab)c = a(bc) we conclude 
y = 0, and in the same way y’ = 0 is derived. 
nic2 + qobc = c3 = q1c2 + q,yzb and 710 # 0 implies now that bc = cb, hence R 
is necessarily commutative. So there are no rings satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 
and C3 falling into the category of Case 2 of the basic rings of height 2. q 
Case 3 of the basic ringsofheight 2. 
where A z B 2 GF(p). Jf % Zj 
R+ E i2; @I ZPp2, S E GF(P)~. Let S = A @ B 
or +. This implies that J is a nilpotent ring of 
structure type 2,3,4 or 5. 
There exist orthogonal idempotents a and b of R such that p(a) = eA and 
p(b) = eB and e = a + b. Since w(e) = p2, we may assume W(U) = p2. This 
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implies pa E J \{O}. a and b are orthogonal and a is of order p2, therefore b has 
to be of orderp, otherwise ({a, b}) 2 ZPpz $ ZPpz c R+, a contradiction. 
Let first J + % Zi, then J is of structure type 4 or 5. Now choose a base (pa, c) 
of J. 
It follows that (a, b, c) is a base for R+. Remark, that, since e = a + b and R is 
assumed to be not commutative, we have ac # ca and bc # cb. Now let ac = 
a~pa+~2candca=cr,‘pa+a~c(a~,~2,~~,(Y~E~~)andbc=P~pa+~2cand 
cb=P,‘pa+pjc(P,,P2,PI,P;E~~).Froma2c=acandca2=caweget 
(5) o2ac = cqc and mica = Q~C 
and from b2c = bc and cb2 = cb we get 
(6) /32bc = bc and &cb = cb. 
Obviously bc = 0 or /32 = 1 and also cb = 0 or ,$ = 1. 
From (5) and ac # ca it follows that a& = 0. From a(ca) = (ac)a we find 
(7) cx;pa + cxlac = qpa + cqca. 
If a2 = o; = 0, then ai = at implying ac = ca, which is impossible as noticed 
earlier. 
If ~2 # 0, then ac = c (from (5)) and cxi = 0, hence ca = cr{pa, implying c2 = 
c(ac) = (ca)c = cyipac = 0. So c2 = 0 and J is of structure type 4. (In the same 
way one sees that J is also of structure type 4 if cri # 0.) 
So we may conclude either 
1. c2 = 0, ~2 # 0 and (Y; = 0 or 
2. c2 = 0, ~2 = 0 and (Y; # 0. 
In Case 1 we have ca = “ipa. From (7) we get “ipa = cqpa + cqa{pa and 
therefore (~1 = (Y; - cqai. Hence ac = o[(l - a2)pa + cqc and ca = cxipa. We 
already found ac = c (~22 # O), hence cr2 = 1. 
Now bc = (e - a)c = c - ac = 0 and cb = c(e - a) = c - ca = c - cx{pa # 0. 
So from (6) we derive ,0; = 1. Since cb = /?{pa + ,02/c = -alpa + c, we find pi’ = 
-o; E i&. Put p; = -cx; = a. 
We have found up to now that the non-zero products of the elements of the 
base (a, b, c) of R+ are: a2 = a,b2=b,ac=c,ca=-crpaandcb=c+apa 
with a E Zp. We say that the base (a, b, c) corresponds to a. 
First let Q, a’ E Zp\{O} an d assume that (a, 6, c) corresponds to Q. Then the 
base (a, b, (;~‘a-lc) corresponds to cx’, as one easily checks. Assume (a, b, c) now 
corresponds to (Y = 0 then the base (a, b, -pa + c) corresponds to cr = 1. But this 
implies that (Y = 0 suffices to characterize all possibilities of the rings of the type 
we are considering now. 
(If one assumes that cyi # 0 (Case 2), then one finds analogous rules with left 
and right multiplication interchanged.) 
Now consider the case Jf % Z’,,PZ. Let J+ = (c), then pa = ~pc for some 
c E G\(O) (e # 0 b ecausepa # 0). We found already pb = 0. From pa = pa2 we 
get ~pc = cpca = Epac, hence pc = pea = pat. Furthermore ac = yc and ca = y’c 
for some y, y’ E &p2. ac = a2c implies yc = y2c and so y E (0, 1). In the same 
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way 7’ E {O,ll is derived. As before ac # ca, necessarily, so there result two 
possibilities: either UC = c and ca = 0 or UC = 0 and ca = c. But now pc = pea = 
pat implies that in both cases pc = 0, a contradiction. So in Case 3 of the basic 
rings of height 2 the case J + E Zppz need not be considered. 0 
In Case 3 of the basic rings of height 2 we have found two types R13 and R14. 
A ring R is of type R13 (case cq # 0) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2, 
2. Rfhasabase(a,b,c)oftype(2,1,1),whilee=a+b, 
3. J + has a base (pa, c) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero products for the base elements are: a2 = a, b* = b, UC = 
cb = c. 
A ring R is of type RI4 (case a{ # 0) if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 2, 
2. R+ has a base (a, b, c) of type (2,1, l), while e = a + b, 
3. J + has a base (pa, c) and J is of structure type 4, 
4. the non-zero products for the base elements are: a2 = a, b2 = b, ca = 
bc = c. 
Lemma 5.3. Rings of type R13 or RI4 are not anti-automorphic. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we only need to consider a ring R of type R13. 
Suppose there were an anti-automorphism 4 for R, then 
l +(a) = pia + cL2b + clsc with CL~ E Q, ~2, ~13 E &, 
l 4(c) = Xlpa + X~C, with Xi, X2 E Z$. 
Now I = 0 and 
implying piXi E 0 (modp) and pi& = 0 (modp). 
If p1 = 0 (mod p) then 4(pa) = 0, a contradiction. Hence Xi z X2 z 0 
(mod p). But this implies 4(c) = 0, an impossibility. Therefore a ring of type R13 
is not anti-automorphic. q 
For Case 4 of the basic rings of height 2 we need Lemma 5.5 below. Lemma 5.4 
provides some background. 
Lemma 5.4. Zf a p-ring R with identity is of characteristic pk with k > 0, then 
IJI >pk-‘. 
Proof. Clearly peR is a nilpotent ideal and therefore pe E J. Since the order of pe 
in J+ is pk- ’ , the result follows. q 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that R is a p-ring with identity e. Let the characteristic of R 
bepk,withk> l,andletIJJ=pk-‘. 
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If there are orthogonal idempotents a and b such that e = a + b, then either 
pa = pe andpb = 0 or pa = 0 andpb = pe. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that a is of order pk. Since peR 
is a nilpotent ideal of order pk- ’ , J+ = (pe). By the same reasoning it follows 
that J+ = (pa). Hencepe = ba, for some < E Z \{O}, implyingpe = pa. 
Since e = a + b, it follows that pe = p(a + 6) = pe + pb and so pb = 0. •I 
Case 4 of the basic rings of height 2. Now R+ z Zi $ ZPp2 and S N GF(p) $ 
GF(p2). Let S = A ~3 B with A E GF(p) and B ?Z GF(p)(B). 
Assume that e = et + e2, where et and ez are orthogonal idempotents uch 
that p(er) = eA and p(e2) = es. 
Since (J( = p, there are by Lemma 5.5 two possibilities 
1. pel =peandpez = Oand 
2. pel = 0 and pe2 = pe. 
In Case 1 choose a E R such that p(a) = 8elp. From p(e2a - a) = 0, it follows 
that e2a = a + cqpe for some cq E ;2, and therefore pa = 0. Now it is easily 
shown that (et, e2, a) is a base for R +. Since ae2 = a + azpe for some cq E &, it 
follows from (e2a)ez = ez(ae2) that ae2 = e2a. So R is commutative. 
In the same way one sees that 2 also leads to the commutativity of R. 0 
6. BASIC RINGS OF HEIGHT 3 
By the remarks at the beginning of Sections 4 and 5, it is clear that the fol- 
lowing cases still need to be considered. 
1. R’ E Zi and S E GF(P)~. 
2. R+~Zi$Z~p2andSrGF(p)~. 
Case I of the basic rings of height 3. Now R’ E ZJ and S 2 GF(P)~. Let S = 
A $ B $ C where A N B E C E GF(p). Since (JJ = p, J is a nilpotent ring of 
structure type 1, so if Jf = (a), then a2 = 0. 
Obviously esec = eces = 0. By Lemma 2.1, there exist in R orthogonal 
idempotents b and c such that p(b) = eB and p(c) = ec. 
Plainly (e,a, 6, c) is a base of R+. Since ab, ba,ac, ca E J we get ab = pa, 
ba = P’a, ac = ya and ca = y’a for ,13, p’, y, y’ E &. From ab = ab2 we find 
/3 = p2 and therefore ,f3 E (0, 1). In the same way P’,r,r’ E (0, 1) is derived. 
Now since &a = /3ac = a(bc) = 0 and ,0’y’a = ,l?‘ca = (cb)a = 0, it follows that 
@y = P’,y’ = 0. 
So in essence there remain two possibilities to be considered: 
1. p = 1 and p’ = y = y’ = 0, 
2. P=r’= landp’=r=O. 
Assume (e, a, b, c) is a base of a ring corresponding to the second case; hence the 
non-zero, non-trivial products of the base elements are: ab = ca = a, b2 = b and 
c2 = c. Replacing (e, a, b, c) by (e, a, b, c’), with c’ = e - b - c one finds that this 
base is a base whose non-zero, non-trivial products are: ab = a, b2 = b and 
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(c’)~ = c’, corresponding to the first of the above two possibilities. So only the 
first possibility remains. q 
In Case 1 of the basic rings of height 3 one finds the type R15. 
ci 
A ring R is of type R15 if 
1. R is a basic p-ring of height 3, 
2. R+hasabase(e,a,b,c)oftype(l,l,l,l), 
3. Jf has a base (a) and J is of structure type 1, 
4. the non-zero, non-trivial products for the base elements are: ab = a, b2 = b, 
= c. 
A ring of type R15 has an anti-automorphism $J defined by 4(e) = e, 4(a) = a, 
4(b) = e - b - c and $(c) = c. 
Case 2 of the basic rings of the height 3. Ri S! Zj CB Zppz and S E GF(p)3. Ac- 
cording to the following lemma this case need not be considered because, if R 
existed, the ring would be commutative. q 
Lemma 6.1. Let R be a p-ring with identity of characteristic pk (k > 1) and sup- 
pose /RI =P~+~-’ (n > 1). 
If (JI = pk - ’ and R/J is isomorphic to the direct sum of njelds, then 
RSZp&Qp@-.@Zp. 
n summands 
(Here the T&P are to be considered as rings.) 
In particular, R is commutative. 
Proof. Let R/J = S1 $ . . . @ S,, where for i = 1,2,. . . , n, Si is a field with 
identity fi. There exist, in the notation of Lemma 2.1, orthogonal idempotents ei 
in R such that e = el + . . . + e,. 
By Lemma 5.5 we may, without loss of generality, assume that pel =pe and 
pe2 = pej = . . . = pe, = 0. But then it follows easily that (ei , . . . , e,) is a base for 
R+ and this implies the lemma. q 
7. AN OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS 
As announced after Theorem 2.4 we give in table 2 a list of all types of local 
and basic rings satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3. Type Rl of the semi- 
simple rings will not be mentioned in the table because we prefer to describe Rl 
as it is done in Theorem 2.4. Therefore in the table we confine ourselves to basic 
rings, local rings being considered here as basic rings of height 1; in this paper 
basic rings are supposed to have a radical J # (0). 
We mention in table 2, consecutively, the type number # of Ri, the height h of 
the rings R belonging to the type, a base L~R for Rf (if e does not belong to the 
base we indicate how e can be expressed in the elements of the base), the type of 
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Table 2. The basic rings satisfying the conditions Cl, C2 and C3 
# h BR type BJ nz-nt products ai 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 
R10 
Rll 
R12 
RI3 
RI4 
RI5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
a, b, c 
e=a+b 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b 
e, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
e, a, b, c 
a,b,c 
e=a+b 
a, b, c 
e=a+b 
e, a, b, c 
1,1,1 
1,1,1,1 
Pf2 
1,1,1,1 
1,1,1,1 
p=2 
1,1,1,1 
Pf2 
2,121 
P#2 
2,1,1 
l,l,l,l 
1,1,1,1 
1,1,1,1 
],I, 1,1 
2,1,1 
2,1,1 
l,l,l,l 
c 
(#I) 
a, b, c 
(7% 20) 
a, 6, c 
(# 22) 
b,c 
(#4) 
b,c 
(A441 
pe, b, c 
(# 20) 
pe, b, c 
(# 22) 
a,b 
(#4) 
a,b 
(#4) 
a,b 
(#4) 
a,b 
(# 4) 
pa,c 
(#4) 
pa, c 
(#4) 
a 
(#I) 
a2=a b2 =b 
ca = bc = c 
ab = -ba = c 
_ 
b2 = be = a, 
c2 = (Ya 
(a E G2p) 
a2 = e + a, 
ab = c, ca = b, 
ba=ac=b+c 
a2 = &,e, ab = c, 
ba = -c, ac = &,b, 
ca = -&,b 
ab=-ba=pe 
b2=bc=Ape, 
c2 = Xfipe, 
P E &> 
_ 
_ 
h=lif4~#1, 
AE{1,<P}if4p=l 
m=a, c2 =c R10 
ca=a, c2=c R9 
ac = a, cb = b, _ 
c2 = c 
ac = a, bc = b, 
c= =c 
a2 = a b2 = b 
ac = cb = c 
R14 
a2 = a, b2 = b, 
ca = be = c 
R13 
ab = a, b2 = b, 
c= =c 
_ 
the base, a base BJ for J+ (in this column we mention also the structure type 
number (#i) of J, considered as a nilpotent ring), the non-zero, non-trivial 
products of the elements of the base of R+ (nz-nt products) and in the column 
‘a? we mention, if the rings of this type are not anti-automorphic, the type of 
rings anti-isomorphic to the rings under consideration. 
In table 3 we give an anti-automorphism, if existent, for rings of each type. 
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Table 3. On the anti-automorphisms of the rings found in this paper 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 
RlO 
Rll 
R12 
R13 
R14 
R15 
4(a) = b, 4(b) = 4, 4(c) = c 
q5(e) = e, $(a) = -a, 4(b) = b, d(c) = c 
ifo=O: $(e)=e, $(a)=~, 4(b)=b, qS(c)=b-c 
if o # 0: 4(e) = e, 4(u) = o’u, d(b) = ac, 4(c) = a2c 
4(e) = e, $44 = a, 4(b) = c, 4(c) = b 
4(e) = e, C#J(U) = a, 4(b) = -b, 4(c) = c 
4(e) = e, #(a) = -a, 4(b) = b 
d(e) = e, 4(b) = b, 4(c) = b - c 
not anti-automorphic 
not anti-automorphic 
4(e) = e, $(a) = a, 4(b) = b, 4(c) = e - c 
d(e) = e, d(u) = a, 4(b) = b, C#J(C) = e - c 
not anti-automorphic 
not anti-automorphic 
4(e) = e, 4(u) = (I, 4(b) = e - b - c, d(c) = c 
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